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ABSTRACT
Stress response to surgery follows the Hypothalamo-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis pathway releasing
various hormones. Adrenocorticotropic hormone and cortisol produced during surgery plays a vital role.
Both hormones are released few minutes after surgery. Anesthetic agents inhibit ACTH and cortisol
production when given prior to surgery. Anesthetic agent has very little effect on cytokine response.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, it has been suggested that memory seems to occur more frequently during surgical
stimulation regardless of anesthesia depth[1]. Following surgical stimulation, stress hormones are released in
response to pain which targets the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex and amygdala -areas involved in memory
circuits[2].According to recent hypothesis, high concentration of cortisol disrupts the interaction between
hippocampus and neo-cortex which impairs memory consolidation, as occur during physiological
sleep[3].Exactly how stress or glucocorticoids impair memory is still not well understood. It has been
proposed that, stress or glucocorticoids induces various effects, such as change of the after-hyperpolarization
amplitude, Calcium current or glutamate transmission which impairs Long Term Potentiation activation[4].
'Fragementation' an important feature of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, in which patient describes gaps in
recalled experience following trauma[5].

Sympatho-Adrenal Response:
Hypothalamo-Pituitary-Adrenal Axis mediates changes in response to surgical stress. In response to
surgical stress, hypothalamic activation of sympathetic nervous system causes increased secretion of
catacholamines from adrenal medulla and release of norepinephrine from presynaptic nerve terminals. This
in turn leads to tachycardia and hypertension. Other visceral organs are also affected by efferent sympathetic
stimulation[6].

Endocrine Response:
In response to stress, ACTH, Growth hormone (GH), Prolactin (PRL) hormones are secreted from
Anterior pituitary gland and ADH from Posterior pituitary gland. In pancreas, glucagon is released and insulin
secretion may be diminished.
Stress response to surgery causes an increased production of hormones with catabolic function,
which mobilizes substrate to provide energy source.
a) Cortisol: Increase in cortisol level is related to intensity of surgical stimulus[7] and it is detected few
minutes after start of surgery. It shows metabolic effect and anti-inflammatory effect[6]
b) Prolactin Hormone: It has little metabolic activity. It regulates T-Lymphocyte proliferation [8].

Cytokine Response:
A complex cytokine cascade activates in response to surgical stimulus. Cytokines are immune
mediators that initiates the inflammatory response at the site of injury and infection.
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Once the tissue gets injured, pro-inflammatory cytokine are produced by monocytes and
macrophages at the site of injury[9]. IL-1 and TNF alpha are produced. They stimulate further production of
cytokine IL-6[6, 10]. This phenomenon is known as acute phase response. This manifestation of acute phase
response causes fever and tachycardia. IL-6 results in generation of acute phase proteins, including c-reactive
proteins[9].IL-6 also produces antiproteinase, fibrinogen[9], neutrophil elastase[11, 12], stimulates
proliferation of PMNL progenitors in the bone marrow[13]. High level of IL-6 has been associated with
increased severity of tissue trauma[14] and subsequent development of post-operative complications[10].

Microcirculatory Response:
Microcirculatory disturbance is most common in patient who has undergone prolonged
hypoperfusion secondary to significant intra-operative blood loss. The initial response is vasoconstriction in
response to sympathetic stimulation. Pronounced leucocytes accumulation and adherence to endothelial
lining of blood vessel as a result of inflammatory process leads to increased microvascular permeability,
rupture of endothelial integrity[15].Combined with the capillary leakage caused by pro-inflammatory
cytokines release and increase nitric oxide production[16], the interaction of adhesion molecules lead to cellcell contact with PMNL attachment, resulting in microcirculatory obstruction and failure of transcapillary
exchange. This ultimately leads to cellular hypoxia and accumulation of metabolites.

Metabolic Response:
Major surgery results in reduced metabolism for approximately 24 hours post-operatively, followed
by catabolic phase of up to 2 weeks duration and a final anabolic phase. During anabolic phase, increased
level of amino acids are required for the synthesis of acute-phase proteins in the liver. The hypothalamic
release of CRH causes corticotrophin secretion resulting in raised steroid level[17]. Increased glucocorticoid
production inhibits protein synthesis, increase muscular protein degradation and mobilization of fats by
lipolysis[17, 18]. It also limits inflammatory reactivity of mononuclear cells and suppress antibody
production[18].

Cognitive Response:
Stress hormones play an important role in cognition by affecting hypothalamus. Corticosteroid is the
major hormone released during stress and plays a crucial role in cognition. The hippocampus has the highest
concentration of corticosterone receptors in the brain [19] High concentration of circulating glucocorticoids,
inhibit long term potentiation(LTP) whereas low concentration potentiates LTP[20].

Effect of General Anesthesia on the Stress Response to Surgery:
Anesthetic drugs shows variable action on Hypothalamo-Pituitary-Adrenal hormone secretion but
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shows very little effect on cytokine response to surgery[21]. blood level of ACTH, PRL, cortisol, Epinephrine,
Norepinephrine are evaluated to detect the stress response[6]. Propofol, Sevoflurane, Opioids, Thiopentone,
Neuroleptic drugs stimulate PRL release during anesthesia [6, 22] aceto paola]. Opioids suppresses ACTH and
cortisol when given before surgery starts[6, 23]. Etomidate suppresses corticosteroids production by
reversibly inhibiting 11-Beta Hydroxylase enzyme at adrenal cortex. Sevoflurane,Propofol suppresses cortisol
secretion[24, 25].

Effect of Regional Anesthesia:
Extensive epidural analgesia with Local anesthetic agents will prevent the endocrine and metabolic
responses to surgery in the pelvis and on the lower limbs. Blockade of dermatomal segment T4-S5 by
epidural analgesia, before starting of surgery, prevented increase in cortisol and glucose concentration in
response to hysterectomy[26]. Both afferent input from surgical site to CNS and HPA axis and efferent
autonomic neuronal pathways to the liver and adrenal medulla are blocked. Thus adrenocortical and
glycemic responses to surgery are abolished.

CONCLUSION
The stress response to surgery comprises a neuronal activation of HPA axis causing a hormonal
changes resulting in catabolic state of metabolism. On the other hand, cytokines are produced in response to
surgery. Regional anesthesia have better control over adrenocortical and glycemic response compared to GA.
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